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INTRO
Whenever there is a terrorist attack, a massacre, or a
school shooting as recently
in Newtown, USA, the
interests of power sprout
up like weeds in every media the following day. Seeing as since 9/11 it is clear
that terror attacks can also
be used as “stirrups” for
intentional restructuring,
it is an imperative element
of
modern
education
to take a closer look at the
opinions and interests
of powers that show up
after an attack. In fact,
these right away reveal the
puppeteers – if indeed it
stems from a planned attack that serves their purpose. After the child
murders in Newtown, talk
about tightening gun laws
or even a gun ban was
everywhere. Do criminals
care about that? So who
is beefing up against
millions of private gun
owners in the USA? Primarily New York’s Mayor
Michael Bloomberg (!)
and Senator Dianne Feinstein (!). Should not mayors and senators know that
they are only cutting off the
upright citizens’ possibility for self-defense? Are
they possibly even connected to the puppeteers
that are currently taking
every nation’s defense possibilities world- wide?
Who knows more about
this?
Ivo Sasek

“Educational programs“ for violence
ah. Another school shooting.
Again the media report about it
with apparent naive shock. But
the many studies showing
causes and correlations of
violence are further ignored and
played down. “Yet they all
point in the same direction:
Watching brutality on a screen
means ‘learning by example’,
acting out violence, in com-

puter games, means ‘learning
by doing’.”
At the start of the 90’s violence
had a main role in 50% of all
TV programs; now in already
80%. Conflict-free solutions to
problems are only shown in 4%
of all cases. The consequences
for the human brain are comparable to walking on a path. If
the wrong footprints have once

marked the path, it is difficult to
get rid of them again. This is
why everyone who profits from
the business with media
violence should be held
responsible along with those
doing the shooting.
Source:
http://www.erasmus.hsnr.de/
lernen/m13_Wie_lernt_das_
Gehirn_ Spitzer.pdf; magazine:
Öffentliche Sicherheit, 11-12/06

“The relationship between media consumption and real violence
is similar to that between smoking and lung cancer.”
Prof. Dr. Manfred Spitzer, head of the Psychiatric University Clinic in Ulm, Germany

Internet censorship: This is how it’s done!
sj. On Dec 18, 2012 at 8 a.m.,
German radio station DRS 1,
apparently concerned, spoke
of a drastic rise in gambling
addiction. It is supposed to
have risen by 100%, states an
ominous telephone help line.
Ominous only because it
failed to offer any reference
number of callers seeking
help. As we learned in school,
when something doubles by
100%, then two people are
already 100% more than one
person. This is suspicious and
we will quickly see where this
is heading: After several casino owners made statements
concerning banning gambling
addicts – especially the bankrupt ones! – from their facilities, the issue of internet
gambling was quickly brought
up. This is supposedly the actual danger, because it theoretically is the cause of all
gambling addiction and completely uncontrollable. So that
is how it is done: First you

show how important it is to
control all gambling addicts.
Then you uncover how the
addicts banned from casinos
flee to the mother of all addictive games – into the all too
free internet. But how did they
find that out? Do not such
empty statements mount the
logic of a needed internet censorship in our heads? And
what is wrong with that, you
might ask? What is wrong is
that these supposed friends of
humanity are looking to take
complete control over everyone and everything with internet censorship instead of
going for one ban on addictive
games, for instance. Whoever
does something forbidden
is punished, period – without
any censorship! What again
remains untouched: the hefty
earnings of the casinos. This
is how you can tell that
it at best has to do with widening areas of power, but never
with the good of mankind.

Lecture for the media
jb. Louis Farrakhan, leader
of the religious community
Nation of Islam (they
respect both the Koran and
the Bible as true) during an
off-the-air break really gave
the media men present at an
American radio station a
lecture they will remember:
He labeled them as slaves of
the system and accused them
of not having guts enough to
tell the truth, for fear of
losing their jobs. He
pilloried the interrelation
between the media and
banks and appealed to the
courage of those present, to
fight for the truth. Now the
thought keeps following me:
Why is Farrakhan suddenly
being labeled anti-Semitic
because of these statements?
Whoever is not mainstream,
“politically correct” but
criticizes the system
is
likewise often very quickly
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stamped and written off with The CIA and its machination
the same title: anti-Semitic. me. The American Central McGee was sent to Vietnam
Who can help me here? Is it Intelligence Agency (CIA) is with a death squad and Phil
false when I follow my inner a very secret organization Roettinger was ordered to fell
im-pulse and ask: “What that demands complete secre- the Guatemalan government.
inter-esting things do all the cy and loyalty from their He armed government eneother “anti-Semitics” have to agents. It was the withdrawal mies and trained them. The
say”? I thought Farrakhan’s of several agents that first bottom line of all of these
accusa-tions were really made details of their proce- statements by ex-agents is:
interesting.
Source: dures known. Verne Lyon for
The CIA supports the exploiwww.youtube.com/watch?
tation of other nations by
instance,
was
recruited
in
v=QDnif14Eitk
1965 and aimed at professors America and spares no
“The point of total
in order to bring Vietnam means!
surveillance is not
propaganda to students. After [Note by editor: The CIA and
that, he was sent to Cuba, other dubious intelligence
to catch terrorists.
where he was to agitate the agencies are in operation deThe point is to identify
people against their own gov- spite all crimes that have
and eliminate witnesses
ernment with acts of sabo- been made known. Considwho would uncover
tage. Phil Agee had the ering this background inforand give away crimes
mission to stop the Cuban mation, you have to examine
committed by the
revolution in Ecuador. Ralph the mainstream depiction of
governments and their

puppeteers.”

the “Arab Spring” and numerous “revolutions” from
this perspective and bring
light into these and similar
situations.]

Source:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v-sNuWpuc_0ds&featureplayer_detailpage

“The truth is an
indestructible
plant.
You can surely bury
it under a cliff;
It breaks through
anyway when
the time
is ripe.”
Frank Thiess

Obama´s threats against Syria

“Freeman”*

USA– chemical warfare
hk. After 50 years the people
of Vietnam are still suffering
from the terrible, highly
poisonous pesticide Agent
Orange which the US Air
Force sprayed over humans
and forests during the Vietnam
war years. This deathly
poisonous chemical produced
by Dow Chemical and Monsanto is still traceable in
the soil and water. The natural
ecosystem can only very
slowly break it down. Hundreds of thousands of children,
adults and US soldiers were
poisoned, and even today
children are born with severest
deformities. The poisoned
US soldiers were compensated
after a classaction lawsuit;
the Vietnamese victims have
until this day not received
a penny in compensation.
One of those responsible
for this is Henry Kissinger, US

mab. On December 5, 2012,
the American aircraft carrier
USS Eisenhower moved
in along the Syrian coast.
Along on board were 8
bombing fleets and about 8000
American soldiers. This multiplies indications that the USA
is preparing for a ground
operation. The USA base
the legitimation for this
operation on the argument
that they have indications of
Syria planning the use of
chemical weapons. These
indications originate from the
famous-notorious intelligence
agencies which have, by

spreading large amounts of
false information, shown in
the past that they are not
trustworthy. When you hear
Barack Obama’s threat, you
just shudder: “I tell Assad and
his militaries loud and clear:
Whoever commits the tragic
mistake of using such
weapons (meant are chemical
weapons) will be held responsible. It will have consequences.” This statement
comes from a man who uses
weapons
with
enriched
uranium without hesitation
letting countless people suffer
and crippled babies be born!

Minister of Foreign Affairs at the research laboratory for
the time. In 1973 he was future wars, has not caused any
awarded the Nobel peace prize cries of outrage in our media!?
– and this, of all things, for the
Source:
peace treaty in Vietnam. We
initiative.cc/Artikel/2007_08_17_Age
must ask our-selves why this
nt%20Orange%20Vietnam.htm de.
war crime, which also served as
wikipedia.org/wiki/Agent_Orange

“It is the destiny of each generation to live in
a world under circumstances they did not make.”
John F. Kennedy*

The time has come for Obama
and his warmongers to be held
responsible for the war crimes
they have committed.

Sources:
http://info.kopp-verlag.de/
hintergruende/europa/redaktion/
tausende-amerikanischersoldatenkreuzenan-bord-des-usflugzeugtraegerseisenhowervorder-syrische.html
Basellandschaftliche Zeitung
vom 5. Dez. 2012

Closing Point l
“Unhappy and complaining
at home or grumbling in
your clique – anybody can
do that! Instead of this,
make a habit of writing a
concise, powerful V&C
article with serious sources,
using known information
about politicians, media,
science etc. Everyone who
learned to write in school
and knows a bit about
current events can and
should do this. The rest is
just practice.”
Ivo Sasek

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
Note by translator: All citations marked with* are re-translated from German into English.
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